
  

                      
                   CITY CLERK'S DEPARTMENT 
                   Access to Information & Privacy Division 

   
 

 
City Hall  453 West 12th Avenue  Vancouver BC  V5Y 1V4  vancouver.ca 

City Clerk's Department  tel: 604.829.2002  fax: 604.873.7419 

File No.: 04-1000-20-2022-484 
 
 
October 19, 2022 
 
 

 
 
Dear
 
Re: Request for Access to Records under the Freedom of Information and Protection 

of Privacy Act (the “Act”) 
 
I am responding to your request of September 13, 2022 under the Freedom of Information 
and Protection of Privacy Act, (the Act), for: 
 

1. Park Board Ranger daily report record from March 7, 2021 to March 11, 2021; 
and  

2. Park Board Ranger daily report record from September 12, 2022. 
 

All responsive records are attached. Some information in the records has been severed 
(blacked out) under s.15(1)(l), s.15(1)(f), and s.22(1) of the Act.  You can read or download 
these sections here: 
http://www.bclaws.ca/EPLibraries/bclaws_new/document/ID/freeside/96165_00     
 
Under section 52 of the Act, and within 30 business days of receipt of this letter, you may ask 
the Information & Privacy Commissioner to review any matter related to the City’s response to 
your FOI request by writing to: Office of the Information & Privacy Commissioner, 
info@oipc.bc.ca or by phoning 250-387-5629. 
 
If you request a review, please provide the Commissioner’s office with:  1) the request number 
(#04-1000-20-2022-484); 2) a copy of this letter; 3) a copy of your original request; and 4) 
detailed reasons why you are seeking the review. 
 
Yours truly, 
 
[Signed by Cobi Falconer] 
 
 
Cobi Falconer, MAS, MLIS, CIPP/C 
Director, Access to Information & Privacy 
cobi.falconer@vancouver.ca   
453 W. 12th Avenue Vancouver BC V5Y 1V4 
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If you have any questions, please email us at foi@vancouver.ca and we will respond to you as 
soon as possible. Or you can call the FOI Case Manager at 604-871-6584.  
 
Encl. (Response Package) 
 
:kt 
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Vancouver Board of Parks and Recreation 

PARK RANGER SR SLIP 

Summary of Incident and Actions Taken 
(in chronological order) 

3/7/2021 -- 0717 hrs -- Rangers .15(1 )(f) and s.15(1 )(f) attended Braemar Park at 0707 hrs for a regular routine 
patrol in the park. Upon arrival, rangers conducted a full routine foot patrol in the park. Rangers did not observe or 
locate any bylaw infractions or issues in the park. Furthermore, rangers conducted a check through the washroom 
faci lity and no issues were observed. End of report. 

March 07, 2021 - 1340hrs. - Rangers · S-(f)Tf) and -15( 1 )(f) attended Victoria Park at approximately 0715hrs 
to unlock the faci lities and at this time rangers noticed a Blue/gr_ey tent on the South/West side of the park. Rangers 
approached the tent and awoke 1 male nameds.22('1) and s.22(TJ7 who did not give 22r17name. Rangers 
informed them that it was past 0700hrs and time tot start to pack up. .22TI said they are fling up now and will 
pack down but it will take a few minutes, ranger agreed and said we will check back in a little bit. Rangers then 
departed from the park to attend another park. Rangers came back to Victoria Park at approximat .lv

2
n
2

84( )8hrs__and 
noticed the same tent still up. Rangers again approached the tent and spoke to .22(1) who said · 1 was 
really tir~d and they were now getting up. The s.22( 1) then e_xited the tent 5 mi11lltes later and departed frpm the 
area. .22TI stayed and continued to pack down the tent. s.221 said that .22(1 will be helping -22

(
1lget an 

apartment in the next few days and that we wont have to see 22(1lagain. It took .22(1) oughly 20 minutes to pack 
up allE]tems at which time rangers then departed from the area with no further issues or concerns. 

3/7/2021 - 1730 hrs -- Rangers · 5fJJ{f) and · · 1°(1Rf) attended Sunset Beach Park at 1719 hrs for a regular 
routine patrol in the park. Upon arrival, rangers conducted a full routine foot patrol in the park. Rangers did not 
observe or locate any bylaw infractions or issues in the park. Furthermore, rangers conducted a check through the 
washroom facility which no issues were observed. End of report. 

3/7/2021 - 0735 hrs -- Rangerss.TSn Rf and -15(1)(f) attended English Bay Beach Park at 0730 hrs for a 
regular routine patrol in the park. Upon arrival, rangers conducted a full routine foot patrol in the park. Rangers did 
not observe or locate any bylaw infractions or issues in the park. End of report. 

Sunday, March 3 2021 -13:39 hrs - Rangers .15(1)(f) and s.TSnRf attended Andy Livingstone Park at 7:51 
conducting a patrol of the park and observed a large grey tent with orange stripe on the grass area by the eight ball. 
The eight ball is a large ball made out of concrete with concrete seating around it in the south east area of the park. 
The tent was not occupied at the time, no drug paraphernalia was observed and only a sleeping bag and a large 
piece of black luggage was left behind. Rangers decided to conduct a full patrol of the park and return to the tent 
thinking that perhaps someone had run off to use the washroom . . 

A short while later, approximately 15 minutes, Rangers returned to the tent and it appeared to be in the same state 
as when originally located. Rangers decided to collapse the tent, departing Andy Livingstone to return later on in the 
day. 

At 09:59 hrs Rangers -1 S{fRf) and s.15(1 )(f) returned to Andy Livingstone Park to follow up with the tent. 
Rangers observed that tent had been fully erected and left in the same state as originally found. As there was not a 
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single person around claiming the tent Rangers decided to remove the tent from the park. Due to the rain, Rangers 
decided to dispose of the tent but store the suit case. The suit case was opened and it appeared to have some 
government type documents inside with the name,  A photo copy of was 
observed with the same name.

Concluded. 

March 7, 2021 -- 2045hrs -- Rangers  & attended Tea Swamp at 1606hrs in response to a 
homelessness complaint. Upon arrival, the rangers patrolled the entire Park but did not observe the reported 
encampment. No further significant action. 

3/7/2021 -- 1048 hrs -- Rangers  and attended David Lam Park at 1032 hrs for a general 
routine patrol.  Upon arrival, rangers conducted a full routine foot patrol in the park.  Rangers did observe and locate 
a blue tent and green tarp on the southwest side of the park just on top of tennis courts.  Rangers conducted a 
wellness check with the occupants named   The occupants responded to be doing well.  The 
occupants also had a Pitbull in the tent as well.  Rangers educated the occupants the bylaws and protocols of having 
structures/tents in the park and needed to be collapsed down and packed into a mobile state by 7am.  Rangers then 
asked the occupants to pack down tent and the occupants were compliant with the rangers.  Rangers also removed 
a soggy brown blanket with a needle which was discarded.  No other further issues at this time. 

March 7th, 2021 - 1513hrs - Rangers DON and attended David Lam Park at 1304hrs after being requested 
by to move along  due to them "causing anxiety". Upon arrival, Rangers 
approached the blue tent and spoke with . stated had gone to a meeting and should be back 
within an hour. Rangers informed hat they needed to vacate this area today, as they had not complied with the 
structures bylaw. stated ouldn't move the items as has a bad back, but would pack up all the 
items inside the tent until  got back to move the items. Rangers stood by and waited for to return. After 
an hour of waiting, Rangers re-approached and informed that Rangers would need to start moving the 
items to the sidewalk, where they could move them after that to vacate the area. As Rangers were moving the carts 
to the sidewalk, returned, and was angry that Rangers had moved the carts to the sidewalk. After Rangers 
spoke with  they were able to diffuse  anger. Rangers offered the couple the ability to store 1 tote of 
items for them for 30 days, so they could be more mobile. The couple was open to the idea, so Ranger DON 
arranged for a PM team to come by later on and bring an empty tote for them to fill up for storage. and 

thanked Rangers, and continued to pack up their tent and items in order to move away from that location. 
Rangers thanked them and disengaged back to the yard for shift end. 

3/7/21 | 2000hrs - At approx. 1605hrs, Rangers and ECHO 1) attended David Lam Park in 
Vancouver, in full uniform, to follow-up on and Upon arrival, Rangers verbally engaged with 

who was sitting on a park bench with asleep in a sleeping bag on her lap.  was 
somewhat calm with Rangers until woke up. Both became hostile with Rangers and were adamant that they 
were not going to pack up their belongings and vacate the area. Some bylaw infractions noticed by Rangers include, 
but not limited to are - Tenting within 25 meters of a sports field, Damaging a park, Occupying a portion of a park, 
Obstructing or interfering with any person in a park, Smoking in a park, and Dog not licensed.
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Rangers contacted VPD to assist with getting  and to pack up more of their belongings. Shortly 
after VPD attended, and  angrily began moving more of their belongings off Park property and 
onto the sidewalk as the pair continued their verbal abuse towards Rangers and VPD.

Rangers to follow-up first thing in the morning on 3/8/21. It is suggested that Animal Control and VPD attend at the 
same time to assist.

Rangers cleared from David Lam Park at approx. 1740hrs once all of their property was outside of the park. 

3/7/2021 -- 1006 hrs -- Rangers  and attended Stanley Park at 1000 hrs for a regular routine 
patrol in the park.  Upon arrival, rangers conducted a full routine foot patrol in the park.  Rangers did observe and 
locate an abandoned camp just west of the yacht club in the forestry area.  Rangers found a soaked quilt with clothes 
in an area along with needle which rangers disposed of.  No other issues present at this time.  End of report. 

March 7th, 2021 - 1445hrs - Rangers and spent 2 hrs on Thursday morning, conducting patrols of 
Stanley Park.  First up was the Beaver Lake area, north side, and South Creek Trail to investigate reports of 2 tents 
in the woods near the new spillway.  Rangers checked the forested areas, but no structures were found.  Rangers 
removed small amounts of human garbage along the trail.  Several small offshoot trails leading from South Creek 
Trail were also checked for structures.  None were found, but Rangers removed ½ truckload of garbage from these 
sites.  Rangers then moved on to the west side of the park, checking sites along Bridle, Tatlow and Lees Trails.  
Another ½ truckload of human debris was removed along Tatlow Trail.  A small amount was also picked up at Lees 
west of Tatlow, although a great deal more will have to be removed next week. In total 1 truckload of garbage was 
removed. 

March 07 2021 -- 11:12 hrs -- Ranger attended the forested area north of the Jericho pond at 
approximately 08:30 hrs. I conducted a routine patrol of the trail system and located an abandoned camp located 
between the  The encampment consisted of a tent, a large gas scooter and a large 
amount of garbage, loose plastic, miscellaneous items and soiled belongings. The gas street legal gas scooter is 
49cc Piaggio Fly scooter. Due to the scooter potentially containing gasoline and the fact that it was 
stashed/abandoned in a ecologically sensitive area, I removed the scooter. I observed that the license plate 
insurance was expired and that the ignition appeared to be punch/damaged. I transported the scooter and passed it 
on to the VPD Mounted Unit. Information and details were exchanged and VPD advised that they would attempt to 
contact the owner and then potentially have the scooter transported to the VPD property office. No additional follow 
up required for the scooter, a open hansen case remains to complete the clean up of the abandoned encampment. 

Black Paggio Fly gas scooter - BC Plates 

7th March 2021, 14:26 hrs - Rangers and attended Stanley Park at 11:30 hrs and observed a 
grey tent that looked active. Rangers left the tent for joint patrol with VPD on the 8th March. 
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7th March 2021, 13:55 hrs - Rangers  and attended  the Stanley Park "Shire" Area off Cathedral 
trail and Bridal trail and removed 1/2 truck load of garbage from the forest, 2 rangers, no VPD, 40 minutes. 

March 07, 2021 - 1352hrs -  Rangers and attended Hinge Park at approximately 0650hrs to 
conduct a patrol.  During this time rangers walked the entire park finding no issues or concerns to report a this time. 

March 07, 2021 - 1355hrs -  Rangers and attended Strathcona Linear Park at approximately 
0940hrs to conduct a patrol.  During this time rangers found no issues or concerns to report a this time 

March 07, 2021 - 1357hrs -  Rangers  and attended MacLean Park at approximately 
0946hrs to conduct a patrol.  During this time rangers walked the Park inspecting the Playground and conducting a 
facility check with no issues or concerns to report. 

March 07, 2021 - 1359hrs -  Rangers and attended Thornton Park at approximately 1026hrs 
to conduct a patrol.  During this time rangers walked the entire park and found no issues or concerns to report. 

March 07, 2021 - 1355hrs -  Rangers and attended Trillium Park at approximately 1041hrs 
to conduct a patrol.  During this time rangers walked the entire park including a facility check and found no issues or 
concerns to report. 

March 07, 2021 - 1355hrs -  Rangers  and attended Hastings Community Park at 
approximately 1119hrs to conduct a patrol.  During this time rangers conducted a facility check and found no issues 
or concerns to report. 

March 07, 2021 - 1413hrs -  Rangers and attended Victoria Park at approximately 0715hrs 
to conduct a patrol.  During this time rangers walked the park including a facility check rangers found a Blue/grey tent 
on the South/West corner Hansen Case #1751060 rangers found no other issues or concerns to report. 

March 07, 2021 - 1418hrs -  Rangers and  attended Andy Livingstone Park at approximately 
0751hrs to conduct a patrol.  During this time rangers walked the entire park including a facility check, rangers found 
a large Grey tent near the concrete ball Hansen Case #1751069, rangers also picked up and disposed of 1 needle. 

2021-03-09 - 1654hrs - At 1549hrs Rangers and attended Kitsilano Beach for reported homeless 
structures. Rangers did not observe any homeless structures in any park of the park, but found a few cardboard 
remnants laying on the concrete path outside the concession. Rangers removed one needle from the cardboard, and 
found no other issues to report. Rangers left the park at 1612hrs. 

21-03-07 - 0939 hours - Rangers  & attended Queen Elizabeth Park at approx. 1718 for reports of a 
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tent at the Midlothian park entrance. Rangers did not observe any tent or safety hazards on-site at this time. No 
further Ranger action taken. 

3/7/21 | 1947hrs - At approx. 1730hrs, Rangers and ECHO 1) attended Mount Pleasant Park in 
Vancouver, in full uniform, to conduct a routine patrol. Upon arrival, Rangers conducted a thorough foot patrol of the 
park and dealt with the following issue:

1) Inspect hazard for playground equipment (See Hansen case #1750723)

No other issues of note to report.

No further Ranger action required at this time.

Rangers cleared from Mount Pleasant park at approx. 1745hrs. 

2021-03-07 - 2156hrs - At 2058hrs Rangers and attended English Bay for patrol. Rangers found no 
issues occurring at that time. Rangers cleared at 2102hrs.

2021-03-07 - 2233hrs - At 2229hrs Rangers and attended English Bay for patrol. Rangers found no 
issues occurring at that time. Rangers cleared at 2233hrs.

2021-03-07 - 2315hrs - At 2312hrs Rangers and attended English Bay for patrol. Rangers found no 
issues occurring at that time. Rangers locked and cleared at 2315hrs. 

2021-03-07 - 2157hrs - At 2104hrs Rangers and  attended Sunset Beach for patrol. Rangers found 
no issues occurring at that time. Rangers cleared at 2110hrs.

2021-03-07 - 2227hrs - At 2225hrs Rangers and attended Sunset Beach for patrol. Rangers found 
the men's universal stall door to be ripped off the hinges and leaning against the wall. Rangers forwarded the photo 
to Lead Ranger to deal with in the morning. Rangers found no further issues occurring at that time. Rangers cleared 
at 2227hrs.

2021-03-07 - 2309hrs - At 2225hrs Rangers and attended Sunset Beach for patrol. Rangers found no 
issues occurring at that time. Rangers locked cleared at 2312hrs. 
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Summary of Incident and Actions Taken 
(in chronological order) 

March 8 2021 - 1336hrs - Rangers .15(1)(f) and .15(1)(f) attended WC Shelley Park at 1213hrs regarding a 
tent in the park near the playground. Upon arrival rangers completed a patrol of the park and did not observe any 
structures in the any park. Rangers did not observe any bylaw infractions. Nothing further to report. 

3/8/2021 - 0710 hrs -- Rangers .15r fJ(fJ and . 5(T)Tf) attended Creekside Park at 0645 hrs for a regular 
routine patrol in the park. Upon arrival, rangers conducted a full routine foot patrol in the park. Rangers did not 
observe or locate any bylaw infractions or issues in the park. Furthermore, ranger conducted a patrol in the children 
playground which they found no issues at this time. End of report. 

3/8/2021 - 0716 hrs-- Rangers .15{1] and .15(1)(f) attended Hinge Park at 0659 hrs for a regular 
routine patrol in the park. Upon arrival, rangers conducted a full routine foot patrol in the park. Rangers did not 
observe or locate any bylaw infractions or issues in the park. End of report. 

2021-03-08 - j 730hrs - At J 549hrs Rangers . S-(f)Tffund · SC1T(flattended David Lam Park to engage with the .Z2T1T 
individuals .22(1) and s.22(1) in-between the tennis courts. Rangers observed all their items to be fullv packed 
into two shopping carts, and · .22(1) to be present laying on the bench reading. · .22(1) ~tated that .22(1) 
was 'showering' but would be back shortly . . 22(1) stated that they are moving back to .. -_2_2 .... ~1 ___ .....,._ 
tomorrow~ l'lg were happy with their meeting with outreach to sc. hedule dentist appointments and identification 
recovery. e;.22(1 stated 22

<11has never seen an Animal Control Officer, and as Rangers pointed out the large 
presence of feces around, · (1lstated doggie bags would help 22r11clean up the area. Rangers asked about the 
previously offered storage situation that .22 1) stated Er, would gratefully accept. Rangers went through all the 
proceedings of how storage works within the program, including the 30-day exgL,ry that they are responsible to 
contact 3-1 -1 to schedule return of items before the date it up. Rangers ask~d p .22 1 if · mplanned to license 
22f11:logs, and all the benefits that came with the free licensing program. e.22(1) stated -22<1 would love to start the 
process, and Rangers left to contact ACOs. Supervisor GIBSON stated that he will send a large amount of doggie 
bags, some food, and a warning ticket to ensure they had 3 days to license their animals before receiving a fine. 
Rangers received a phone call from ACO KAISER who stated she already gave them a warning ticket, and free 
items less than 5 days ago. Rangers left the park at 1626hrs to return at 1745hrs with ACOs and assist further. 

2021-03-08 - 2228hrs - At 1740hrs Ranger~ f.lS(T)Tf)and -1offnf)'returned to David Lam Park with ACOs KAISER and 
GILL. Rangers and ACOs engaged with .22(1 and s.22 1) in the same location .22(1) . 
ACOs provided .22(1 and s.22(1) with 60+ doggie waste bags, and stated they will be receiving a ticket if they 
do not clean UP- the obvious large display of dog waste around the area. .22(1 tried to deny the waste being of 
f22117pogs, until .22(1 admitted it and apologized for 'lack of waste bags'~ ACOs provided · .22 1 with another 
warning ticket to license the dogs ASAP. ACOs reminded · .22(1) and .22 1 that tbev are to come to Animal 
Control Shelter to license their dog or there is larger consequences. ACOs informed .22 D and .22(T) hat 
they told Rangers they had never spoken to ACOs before yet this is their 6th conversation in 3 weeks. .22 1 and 
· .22 1 stated they will not be spading/neutering their dogs, but appreciated the information for free food and 
vaccinations. Rangers and ACOs left the area and met outside the park to talk further. Rangers expressed concerns 
to the ACOs about previously re~orted abuse to the dogs, and their non-compliance. Rangers told ACOs that they 
are planning to move back to . 2 1 shortly, and just got connected with outreach to receive ID's for 
financial assistance. ACOs informed Rangers that any issues further pertaining to abuse to the animals are to be 
reported immediately to the SPCA only, who have powers to remove the dogs. ACOs also stated that if the 
individuals are arrested, the dogs are given to Animal Control to hold until .Z2TI1 and .22(1 can afford their 
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licensing fees, holding fees, and the price to have them returned from ACOs (which is approx. $600+). Rangers will 
pass all information onto Leads for further joint efforts in placing the dogs in a better environment. Rangers and 
ACOs cleared at 1757hrs. 

8th March 2021, 14:28 hrs - Ranger and VPD Officers LEMON and DU TEMPLE attended the grey tent 
just off Bridal and Tatlow and observed the tent open and unoccupied with ranger putting a sticker for a 
removal tomorrow (9th March AM). 

3/8/2021 -- 0719 hrs -- Rangers  and attended Thornton Park at 0715 hrs for a regular 
routine patrol in the park.  Upon arrival, rangers conducted a full routine foot patrol in the park.  Rangers did not 
observe or locate any bylaw infractions or issues in the park.  End of report. 

3/8/2021 -- 0805 hrs -- Rangers and attended Sun Yat-Sen Gardens at 0739 hrs for a 
general routine patrol.  Upon arrival, rangers conducted a full routine foot patrol in the park.  Rangers did observe 
and locate a black/greyish tent on the east side of the gardens.  Rangers conducted a wellness check with the 
occupants which a couple.  The occupants responded to be doing well.  Rangers educated the 
occupants the bylaws and protocols of having structures/tents in the park and needed to be collapsed down and 
packed into a mobile state by 7am.  Rangers then asked the occupants to pack down tent and the occupants were 
compliant with the rangers.  No other further issues at this time.  End of report. 

 3/8/2021 -- 0953 hrs -- Rangers  and  attended Guelph Park at 0935 hrs for a general 
routine patrol.  Upon arrival, rangers conducted a full routine foot patrol in the park.  Rangers did observe and locate 
a green tent on the north side of the park.  Rangers conducted a wellness check with the occupant.  The 
occupant responded to be doing well.  Rangers educated the occupant the bylaws and protocols of having 
structures/tents in the park and needed to be collapsed down and packed into a mobile state by 7am.  Rangers then 
asked the occupant to pack down tent and the occupant was compliant with the rangers.  No other further issues at 
this time. 

3/8/2021 -- 1219 hrs -- Rangers  and attended Thornton Park at 0958 hrs for a repot of 
vending in the park.  Upon arrival, rangers conducted a full routine foot patrol in the park.  Rangers did observe and 
locate the vendor on the southwest side of the park by the bus stop.  Rangers told the male that there is no vending in 
the park and needed to be packed up.  The was compliant with the rangers and no further issues at this time.  
End or report. 

21-03-08 - 1827 hours - Rangers & attended Hillcrest CC at approx. 1712 hours for reports of RV's 
parking overnight. As a result, Rangers conducted patrol but did not observe any RVs occupying parking space at 
this time. No further Ranger action taken.
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2021-03-08 - 1737hrs - At 1639hrs Rangers  and attended a reported area west of Second Beach 
Parking lot in Stanley Park for a reported homeless individual. Rangers went to the reported location and did not 
observe any individuals or signs of homeless at that time. Rangers were to perform a wellness check as the 
individual packs daily, and is permitted to stay at night in the park. Rangers will pass onto AM team if they want to do 
another check. Rangers cleared at 1655hrs. 

2021/3/8, 1312 hrs - On this date at 1014 hrs., rangers and observed VFRS Pump 6 and BCAS 
ambulance 27A14 attend at the Stanley park stables parking lot, adjacent to the south walking trail.

Rangers responded to assist.

Upon arrival rangers conferred with BCAS and VFRS personnel, learning that a 
 Rangers stood by to assist until the casualty was stabilized with an epi-pen and transported.

Rangers cleared at 1021 hrs.

NFA- end. 

Monday, March 8 2021 - 13:54 hrs - Rangers  and  attended Robson Park conducting a 
facility check on both washrooms and did not find any issues as reported. Concluded. 

2021/3/8 1254 hrs - On this date at 1217 hrs., rangers and attended at the Harbour Green 
washrooms to investigate a report of a occupying the female washroom handicapped stall.

Rangers attended and checked the washroom. There was one occupying one stall- rangers, after 
announcing their presence prior to entry, waited for to leave the washroom before searching. There was no other 
person in the washroom, no damage, no debris or materials of any kind. Specifically, the handicapped stall was 
unoccupied, undamaged, and in clean working condition, with the exception of a wet piece of paper towel inside the 
stall left front corner (relative to the door), some grafitti on the left side wall (relative to the door), and some bread 
crusts floating on the top of the unflushed toilet water.
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B~ckground to the report is that the reporting party alleges that this has been going on for a month, and that the 2z(~ ~ 
subject has 'taken over' the handicapped stall. Ranger investigation, in addition to several recent previous ranger 
responses to the scene for similar complaints, establish this as unfounded . 

NFA-end 

Ma_rch 8th 2021 , 13:24 hrs - Ranger · 5111Tf) and VPD member~ LEMON and DU TEMPLE attended · -2-211 
.22TfJ Camp off Bridle trail in Sta at 12:20 hrs but s.22Tf) was not present. VPD Officer Lemon left a 

aining that rangers will drop a garbage tote and if:.:-22
'
11would like to condense ·221

' items down. All parties 
disengaged. Rangers took photos and approximated 80 tru oads of items remain in s.220 Ycamp. 

21-03-08 -1825 hours - Rangers · STT)Tf & · S"(lJ(f)'attended Cedar Cottage Park at approx. 1649 hours for reports 
of a tent in close proximity to playground. As a result, Rangers conducted follow-up but did not observe the reported 
tent at this time. Area was clear of safety hazards prohibiting safe access. No further Ranger action taken. 

March 08, 2021 - 1350hrs. - Rangers · .15 1 and .15(1 )(f) attended Victoria Park at approximately 0620hrs 
to unlock the washrooms and conduct a foot patrol. At this time rangers found no issues or concerns to report. 

March 08, 2021 - 1354hrs. - Rangers .1 and .15(1 )(f) attended Maclean Park at approximately 
0745hrs to conduct a patrol. At this time rangers walked t e park including the playground and conducting a faci lity 
check. Rangers found 1 needle near the washroom and disposed of it. Rangers found no other issues or concerns 
to report. 

March 08, 2021 - 1357hrs. - Rangers .15 1 and f· 0)~ ) attended Strathcona Linear Park at 
approximately 0754hrs to conduct a patrol. At this time rangers c ecked all sections of the park and found no issues 
or concerns to report 

March 08, 2021 - 1401 hrs. - Rangers .15(1 )(f) and .15(1 )(f) attended Trillium Park at approximately 0757hrs. 
At this time rangers conducted a faci lity check and found no issues or concerns to report. 
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March 8th 2021, Ranger and VPD LEMON and DU TEMPLE and conducted a patrol of
former camp and further south was a large blue tent with VPD officer LEMON introducing himself with a who 
identified as popped head out of the tent for a conversation. Officer LEMON offered outreach 
services which was accepted and then explained that no camping is allowed in Stanley Park due the environmental 
sensitivity with agreeing and saying would leave within 2 days with both VPD and Rangers thanking him. 

8th March 2021, 14:08 hrs - Ranger and VPD LEMON and DU TEMPLE attended Stanley Park 
Tatlow/Bridal area to search for camps in the area and observed a grey tent unoccupied with a message say "not 
abandoned" with ranger 70 putting a removal sticker for tomorrow 9th March AM. 

03/09/2021 - 1711hrs - Rangers and attended Coal Harbour Park at 1700hrs and did a full patrol of 
the Park. Rangers did not locate the skateboarders. Rangers spoke with 3 individuals smoking in the park on the 
north side and reminded them of the smoking by-law. Rangers also spoke with an individual with og off-leash 
and reminded of the on-leash by-law. All were compliant. No further action taken. 

21-03-08 - 1830 hours - Rangers & attended Sahali Park at approx. 1625 hours for proactive patrol. 
Rangers did not observe any tents or safety hazards at this time. Park patrons observed enjoying park amenities and 
exercising social distancing. No further Ranger action taken. 

2021-03-08 - 20:51hrs - Rangers and attended Maclean Park at 16:06hrs to investigate a report of 
people smoking in the park. Rangers conducted a vehicle patrol of the park and could see all park patrons; rangers 
did not observe anyone smoking in the park  and departed at 16:07hrs. No further actions taken, end of report. 

2021-03-09 - 1659hrs - At 1549hrs Rangers and attended Kitsilano Beach for a reported busker. 
Rangers found one with a guitar and stand packed away on the benches in front of the main washrooms. 
Rangers spoke to the who stated sn't busking, just going to play recreationally. Rangers explained that it is a 
noise bylaw issue, and ough they claim to be professional musicians, it is against the bylaw. The was 
reluctant but called friends to say they would just play at friends nearby house. Rangers cleared the area to 
search for reported homeless structures. 

21-03-08 - 2320 hours - Rangers & attended Trout Lake at approx. 1914 hours for reports of a red 
vehicle driving onto park grass near the gazebo area. As a result, Rangers conducted patrol of the area. Rangers did 
not observe the aforementioned vehicle on site. In addition, Rangers did not observe any significant damage to park 
grass; no indicators of ripped or damaged grass patches around gazebo area. Concluded.
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21-03-08 - 2305 hours - Rangers  & attended English Bay Park for facility check at approx. 2013 
hours. Rangers conducted washroom check and found men's, women's and universal facilities to be unoccupied. No 
issues or safety hazards observed at this time. Concluded.

2021-03-08 - 2122hrs - At 2053hrs Rangers and attended English Bay Park for patrol. Rangers 
patrolled the entire washroom facilities and did not observe any issues or anything to report at that time. Rangers 
cleared at 2056hrs.

21-03-08 - 2306 hours - Rangers & attended English Bay Park for facility check at approx. 2144 
hours. Rangers conducted washroom check and found men's, women's and universal facilities to be unoccupied. No 
issues or safety hazards observed at this time. Concluded.

2021-03-08 - 2318hrs - At 2302hrs Rangers and attended English Bay Park for patrol. Rangers 
patrolled the entire washroom facilities and did not observe any issues or anything to report at that time. Rangers 
locked cleared at 2307hrs. 

21-03-08 - 2303 hours - Rangers & attended Sunset Beach Park for facility check at approx. 2005 
hours. Rangers conducted washroom check and found both washrooms to be unoccupied. No issues or safety 
hazards observed at this time. Concluded.

2021-03-08 - 2124hrs - At 2058hrs Rangers and attended Sunset Beach Park for patrol. Rangers 
patrolled the entire washroom facilities and did not observe any issues or anything to report at that time. Rangers 
cleared at 2102hrs.

21-03-08 - 2304 hours - Rangers & attended Sunset Beach Park for facility check at approx. 2149 
hours. Rangers conducted washroom check and found both washrooms to be unoccupied. No issues or safety 
hazards observed at this time. Concluded.

2021-03-08 - 2319hrs - At 2258hrs Rangers nd attended Sunset Beach Park for patrol. Rangers 
patrolled the entire washroom facilities and did not observe any issues or anything to report at that time. Rangers 
locked cleared at 2301hrs. 

21-03-08 - 2301 hours - Rangers & attended David Lam Park for facility check at approx. 2000 
hours. Rangers conducted washroom check and found both washrooms to be unoccupied. No issues or safety 
hazards observed at this time. Concluded.

2021-03-08 - 2125hrs - At 2104hrs Rangers and attended David Lam Park for patrol. Rangers 
patrolled the entire washroom facilities and did not observe any issues or anything to report at that time. Rangers 
cleared at 2107hrs.
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21-03-08 - 2303 hours - Rangers & attended David Lam Park for facility check at approx. 2157 
hours. Rangers conducted washroom check and found both washrooms to be unoccupied. No issues or safety 
hazards observed at this time. Concluded.

2021-03-08 - 2320hrs - At 2249hrs Rangers and attended David Lam Park for patrol. Rangers 
patrolled the entire washroom facilities and did not observe any issues or anything to report at that time. Rangers 
locked cleared at 2255hrs. 

21-03-08 - 2254 hours - Rangers & attended Trout Lake at approx. 2205 hours for parking lot lock 
ups. Rangers observed a black Tesla at the south east lost (B.C. plate -  parked in the lot. Rangers 
observed the aforementioned vehicle to be unoccupied and parked in the lot since 1914 hours for attendance to 
another case. Rangers conducted patrol of the park but were unable to locate registered owners. As a result, 
Rangers locked up the lot. No further Ranger action taken. Photos on iPhone 1 and sent 
to @vancouver.ca. 
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CASE #: 

Hansen Case#: 2019094 
Hansen Subtype: ReqAssistlnt 

Park Ranger 
Name: Andrew Don 
Badge#: 64 

Call Date: 2022-09-14 115:56 

Shift: AM 

Location : 

Weather: 

Vancouver Board of Parks and Recreation 
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Partner (if applicable) 
Name: 
Badge#: 

Response Date: 2022-09-14 

Uniform Status: Full 

External File Type: 
External File #: 

VanDocs Media Ref: 

Alleged Offender(s) Information (If Applicable) 

Name(s): 

DOB: 

Gender: A 

Address: 

Type of ID obtained: 

VPD File#: 
VFRS File#: 
BCAS File#: 

Physical description: 
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Ticket Type: B 
Ticket#: 
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Summary of Incident and Actions Taken 
(in chronological order) 

March 9th 2021, 14: 10 hrs - Rangers .1 1 and .15 1 attended David Lam at 10:00 hrs to follow up with 
.22(1 and .2-2- and upon arrival rangers did not see any structures but did observe tarps and tent put over 

benches to dlY. and items sprawled all around the area withp:271) packing things away into a shopping cart. 
Rangers gave .2lli) a Tote to pack any belongings away that they would like stored with .Z2(T thanking rangers . . 
Ranger 67 got water for the two puppies that were tied to the north fence while ranger 70 spo e to .22(1) about 2211 

sit!Jation. .22- explained that 22
<
11used to live .2-2 .--,~-. and was tied to 22

<
1>friends 

.22 1 that was named .22 f"which is in black writing. .22(1 said that 
2211

hhad to go onto land and when it 
came to go back to his boat his phone would not work and was una6le to contact ~ riend so that 

22111
could go back 

onto .22(1 ) .22(1 has grey wood paneling and a red nose and has a red inflatable boat and a 
white inflatable boat attached to 1t. Ranger 70 said he would make some enquires to see if we can obtain .22( 1) 
contact details and get .2-2 1 nd c,.2-211 _oack onto there boat. Ranger 70 then explained that the area has to 
be cleane9i-(1'iith Park Workers unable to do their job with .22(1) aying it would be cleaned by today with rangers 
thanking "5 Rangers then saw .22 who was working as a needle collector for a street youth program. 
Rangers then disengaged. 

03/09/2021 - 2229hrs - Rangers .15(1) f) and 15C1Rf)'attended David Lam at 1900hrs and did a patrol of the Park and 
bathrooms. Rangers observed 3 individuals camping on the west side of the park. The individuals had their items 
around them. Rangers did not see any structures and did not engage. Rangers checked the bathrooms periodically 
throughout the evening. No further action taken . 

Complaint from the publ~c - 2021/03/09 t t:~:49 - - Sandra Wong -- Citizen also called concerned the camp 
removed from in front of s.22( 1) ave since set up came at David Lam i;9r~-Area is a mess with their 
personal belongings everywhere. .22( 1) occupant is constantly heard swearing at · 

2 
two dogs .. sw 

9th March 2021, 13:55 hrs - Rangers .15(1 )(f)land .15(1 )(f)attended Stanley Park (Bridal/Tatlow forest area) to 
conduct a removal with the grey tent not present. 

March 9th 2021 , Ranger .15( 1 )(f) & s.15(1 )(f) attended Bridal/Tatlow Area to conduct a removal of a grey tent and 
upon arrival observed the grey tent removed but a blue tent erected in its place with ranger 70 identifying himself and 
asking to speak with the individual inside. .22(1) ROpped his head out with ranger 70 explaining that the same 
deal as yesterday applies to move out withm 2 days with -~2(1Jagreeing. 

2021-03-09 - 20:47hrs - Rangers 
15
r
1
R~and .1 5 1) f):attended Kingcrest Park at 16:48hrs to investigate a report of a 

structure in the park. Upon arrival, rangers con ucted a foot patrol of the park and found a green tarp structure on the 
NW side of the park against the baseball fence. Rangers approached and spoke to a .22(1) the .22(1) 
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identified .22(1 ) as ~ 22(1 j Whiles eaking to the cou~ ran ers found out that they were on the list for housinq 
with the .22 1) -~--------------------------------..... 
Rangers explained the bylaw to the couple regarding structures in parks. At the time, rangers asked if they had any 
food or were warm enough for the night, they stated they were warm enough but did not have any food. Rangers 
asked if they were familiar with services they could go to for food and clothing, they stated they did. Rangers did not 
ask the couple to pack down their structure today as the sun was coming down shortly, but informed them that a crew 
of rangers would most likely attend the next morning to check on them. Rangers departed at 17:22hrs. No further 
actions taken, end of report. 

03/09/2021 - 2229hrs - Rangers .15(1 )(f)iand · 
51

3 ttended May & Lorne and Brown Park at 1850hrs for reports of 
a person being harassed for their belongings by a homeless person. Rangers arrived and did a patrol of the Park. 
Rangers found no issues or individuals in the park. No further action taken. 

03/09/2021 - 1725hrs - Rangers .15(1 )(Dand ·15<1X attended Stanley Park (Lost Lagoon) and did a full patrol of the 
east side of the lagoon. Rangers identified the "oil slick", it didn't appear to be out of the ordinary. Rangers also 
observed a car tire in the lagoon and created a 311 case to have it removed . No further action taken. 

March 9 2021 - 0959hrs - Rangers s.15( 1) D and · .1ofl Rf attended Thornton Park at 0933hrs. Upon arrival 
rangers completed a foot patrol of the park. Rangers did not observe any bylaw infractions at the time. Nothing 
further to report. 

March 9 2021 - 1003hrs - Rangers .15 1 f and . S-(f)Tf) attended Trillium Park at 0937hrs. Upon arrival 
rangers completed a foot patrol of the park. Rangers did not observe any bylaw infractions at the time. Nothing 
further to report. 

March 9 2021 - 1006hrs - Rangerss.15 1 and .15 f) attended Thornton Park at 0953hrs. Upon arrival 
rangers completed a foot patrol of the park. Rangers did not observe any bylaw infractions at the time. Nothing 
further to report. 

2021-03-09 - 2053hrs - At 1619hrs, Rangers . S(l)Tf) and .rslfRfJ'attended Guelph Park for reports of smoking in the 
park. Rangers conducted patrols around the park and could not locate any issues. No further action required at this 
time. 
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2021-03-09 - 1703hrs - At 1644hrs Rangers  and attended Braemar Park for a reported homeless 
issue. Rangers observed known individual laying under a tree on the NE corner with a large blanket and 
approx. 5 bags of items. At the nearby sidewalk, Rangers observed two shopping carts with mobilized items. Rangers 
read the previous cases of how to manage the situation, was was not in any bylaw violations but was 
previously given a removal decal. Rangers took photos and will pass onto Lead DON as previous case management 
was stated under his supervision. Rangers cleared the park at 1707hrs. 

03/09/2021 - 2229hrs - Rangers  and attended English Bay at 1830hrs and at other times throughout 
the evening. Rangers did not observe any individuals smoking in the bathrooms. No further action taken. 

2021-03-09 - 1708hrs - At 1620hrs Rangers  and attended Almond Park for an inspect hazard of the 
playground. Rangers observed a snapped wooden ladder rung and thoroughly caution taped the area for safety. 
Rangers contacted 3-1-1 for a work request, and cleared the park without any further issues at 1627hrs.  

03/09/2021 - 2241hrs - Rangers  and attended Morton Park at 1930hrs and did a visual patrol of the 
park. Rangers did not observe any bird feeders. No further action taken. 

March 9 2021 - 1327hrs - Rangers and attended Andy Livingstone at 0753hrs. Upon arrival 
rangers completed a patrol of the park and did not observe any bylaw infractions at the time. Rangers remained 
stationed by the crosstown elementary school during the designated hours. Nothing further to report. 

March 9th 2021,14:22 hrs - Ranger  & attended the Chess Area in Stanley Park and observed 
packing and moving items and did not have a structure. Rangers will monitor during the day to ensure 

leaves the park. As of 14:00 hrs there was a shopping cart and few bikes left in the area. 

2021/3/9 1434 hrs - On this date at 1245 hrs., rangers were asked to attend at Andy Livingston Park by lead Ranger 
DUARTE, to assist parks maintenance staff with an issue in the women's washroom.

The maintenance staff asked for ranger assistance because there was significant flooding in their boiler room and 
locker room area, that appeared to emanate from the women's washroom. However, when the staff tried to access 
the washroom to inspect and assess, there were two occupants of the washroom that were hostile and 
uncooperative with them. The staff therefore called for rangers to respond.
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Upon arrival at 1254 hrs., rangers engaged with the two individuals, who were trying to clean their clothing and dry 
them.  negotiated a five minute deadline for them to leave; at 1303 hrs, the two parties gathered their 
belongings and departed.

The maintenance staff accessed the room, identified the water source, and with ranger assistance, closed the 
washroom and then went to turn the water off.

Rangers cleared at 1310 hrs.

NFA- end.

March 10 2021 - 1041hrs - Rangers and attended Creekside Park at 0941hrs. Upon arrival 
rangers completed a foot patrol of the park and observed a small green tent on the west side of the park. The tent 
was occupied by one individual. The occupant told rangers that had spoken to rangers in the past and 
understood the bylaws. The individual needed sometime packing up, rangers observed the individual consolidating 

belongings and pack down. Nothing further to report. 

9th March 2021, 14:17 - Rangers  and  attended WC SHELLEY at 8:00 hrs to follow up with 
 who had a tent erected at the south western side of the park. Rangers conducted a wellness check and asked 

if would be interested in JOHN NORTON (Outreach Worker from Carnegie) to come by with sounding 
with ranger 70 saying I understand your frustration, John Norton is very 

good at his job and we will try to connect him with you with thanking rangers. was not asked to collapse 
tent as told rangers 

3/9/21 | 2117hrs - At approx. 1647hrs, Rangers and  (ECHO 1) attended Cedar Cottage Park in 
Vancouver, in full uniform, to follow-up on a report of a tent structure. Upon arrival, Rangers did not notice anything of 
note to report.

No further Ranger action required at this time.
Rangers cleared from Cedar Cottage Park at approx. 1650hrs. 

03/09/2021 - 1711hrs - Rangers  and attended Coal Harbour Park at 1700hrs and did a full patrol of 
the Park. Rangers did not locate the skateboarders. Rangers spoke with 3 individuals smoking in the park on the 
north side and reminded them of the smoking by-law. Rangers also spoke with an individual with his dog off-leash 
and reminded him of the on-leash by-law. All were compliant. No further action taken. 
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03/09/2021 - 1720hrs - Rangers and attended Thornton Park at 1640hrs and did a full patrol of the 
Park. Rangers spoke with an individual feeding large amounts of bread in the park. Rangers reminder her of the 
feeding by-law. She was compliant. No further action taken. 
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Summary of Incident and Actions Taken
(in chronological order)

March 10th, 2021, 14:34 hrs - Rangers and attended David Lam at 8:11 hrs to find
talking to two Carnegie outreach workers with rangers standing by until they finished. Rangers then approached and 
conducted a wellness check on  who said was not doing so well but did say was tidying up
belongings and was hoping to leave by today, ranger 70 then explained that due to the Parks Bylaw and that due to 
the tent being next to tennis courts and a play area this contravened the bylaw by not being further than 25 meters. 
Ranger 70 then explained that rangers are expected to be joined by VPD to remove them from the area but 
suggested that if you start moving your items out of the park before rangers return then we can at least say that 
progress is being made with agreeing.

Rangers returned at 10:00 hrs to find  and all packed up and sitting on the bench's further south of 
the park and as rangers approached jumped up and said that they were in the middle of moving completely 
out of the park but were just resting as they did have a lot of items. Rangers thanked the couple and disengaged.

March 10 2021 - 0914hrs - Rangers and attended Creekside Park at 0614hrs. Upon arrival 
rangers completed a foot patrol of the park and observed a small blue tent on the north side of the park. The tent 
was occupied by two individuals. Rangers educated the occupants regarding camping bylaws in the park, the 
occupants were incompliance with the guidelines at the time and took down the structure in a timely manner. Nothing 
further to report. 

3/10/21 | 2117hrs - At approx. 1610hrs, Rangers and (ECHO 1) attended Alice Townley Park in 
Vancouver, in full uniform, to follow-up on a report of a pitched tent. Upon arrival, Rangers spotted a blue grey tent 
on the west side of the park. Rangers verbally engaged with the lone inside- claimed to be waiting 
for (  to come back before packing down. Rangers advised the to pack down tent 
without the presence of .  was compliant and it took approx. 20 minutes to pack down. 
No further Ranger action required at this time.
Rangers cleared from Alice Townley Park at approx. 1640hrs. 

March 10th, 2021, 14:13 hrs - Rangers and attended Portal Park at 9:45 hrs with reports of 
a tent with rangers conducting a patrol and did not see any issues, tents, structures or sleepers. 

March 10 2021 - 1045hrs - Rangers  and attended Kingcrest Park at 1010hrs regarding a 
structure. Upon arrival rangers observed a large green tarp structure on the northside of the park along the fence. 
Rangers spoke with two occupants of the structure and educated regarding the encampment bylaws. The occupants 
were understanding and apologized for having slept in. The patrons needed sometime to pack down. When rangers 
inquired on where the patrons would be going, they said they weren't going anywhere but would respect the bylaws. 
This case may be an ongoing issue if the individuals do no pack down in a timely manner. A follow up is 
recommended to see of they are indeed staying in the area on regular basis. Nothing further to report.  

March 10 2021 - 0851hrs - Rangers and attended Hinge Park at 0714hrs. Upon arrival 
rangers completed a foot patrol of the park and did not observe any bylaw infractions at the time. Nothing further to 
report. 
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March 10 2021 - 0855hrs - Rangers  and attended Thornton Park at 0736hrs. Upon arrival 
rangers completed a foot patrol of the park and did not observe any bylaw infractions at the time. Nothing further to 
report. 

March 10th, 2021 - 0928hrs - Ranger DON attended Alexandra Park with VPD at 0831hrs for regular morning 
patrols. Upon arrival, Rangers checked the Bandstand and found it to be clear with no other issues in the park. 

March 10th, 2021 - 0931hrs - Ranger DON attended Nelson Park with VPD at 0844hrs for regular morning patrols. 
Upon arrival, Ranger DON located a female on a bench in the SE corner of the park, smoking. As Ranger DON 
approached, he could see the female inhaling and exhaling smoke from the cigarette. Ranger DON introduced 
himself, and educated the female on the smoking bylaw within parks. The female apologized and went to the 
sidewalk to finish her cigarette. 

March 10th, 2021 - 0934hrs - Ranger DON attended Emery Barnes with VPD at 0901hrs for regular morning patrols. 
Upon arrival, Rangers and VPD checked the playground, behind the water feature, and the covered area in the SE 
corner of the park. Ranger DON picked up 2 needles behind the water feature, but did not locate any other issues in 
the park. 

March 10 th 2021, 14:05 hrs - Ranger , DON & attended Stanley Park at 09:00 hrs to follow 
up with in the forest area off of  Rangers observed a shopping trolley, a suitcase, 7 bikes and a 
few other personal belongings that have been in the same position for over 24 hrs with rangers removing all items. 2 
truckloads, 2 rangers 1 hour, No Vpd 

2021-03-10 - 2302hrs - 1559hrs Rangers and attended Nelson Park for reported homeless structure. 
Rangers patrolled the whole park and observed a discarded pile of large cardboard. Rangers removed three pieces 
of cardboard, and left the park without further issue. 

March 10, 2021- 1300 hrs- Rangers  and attended Andy Livingstone Park at approx. 
1235 hrs after receiving a call from Lead DON. Lead DON received a request from the school principal that there 
was a male on drugs rolling around on the basketball court. Rangers observed 1 male sleeping on the 
grass steps just north of the court and approached the male. They introduced themselves and told the male he could 
stay in the park but must go to another area that was not designed for children's play during school hours. Male 
refused to leave for approx 10 minutes while rangers continued to give him reasons he needed to leave and 
requesting his name. Male grabbed his cardboard and walked over to the pond area before the rangers departed. 

March 10th 2021, 14:46 hrs - Rangers  and attended Stanley Park Avison Trail and 
observed the large camp again which was comprised of tarps, bedding, cooking equipment and garbage with 
rangers removing all items. 2 Rangers, 2 Truckloads, 1.5 hrs, No VPD. 

March 10 2021 -- 21:31 hrs -- Ranger attended the West End mini-park at 17:05 hrs to conduct a routine 
patrol of the park and to conduct a wellness check on a male who has been reported to be sleeping in the area. I 
approached and spoke to the male who was sleeping on one of the park benches located within the small park. The 
male was friendly and there were no park or bylaw related concerns observed. No fires or other hazards observed, 
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nor any structure or additional bylaw related concerns. Area was clear and open for public use. 

2021-03-10 - 1711hrs - At 1611hrs Rangers and attended Emery Barnes Park for patrol. Rangers 
asked the female to leash her dog as she was actively throwing a ball to play catch on the SE corner. The female 
agreed but was hesitant to leash her dog as the dog ran off. The female caught up with her dog outside the park, 
Rangers continued on their patrol. 

2021-03-10 - 1707hrs - At 1611hrs Rangers and attended Emery Barnes Park and educated one 
female who was smoking on the SE plaza of the park about the smoking bylaw. The female was compliant and put 
her cigarette out immediately. Rangers continued on their patrol. 

March 10 2021 -- 21:33 hrs -- Ranger  attended Volunteer Park at 18:02 hrs to conduct a routine patrol of 
the park and to conduct a needle sweep of the area. I conducted an inspection of the park with an emphasis on the 
park benches located along the edge of the park and near the waterfront. I could not locate any needles nor any 
additional forms of drug paraphernalia. One broken chair and soiled blanket was removed from the area. I attempted 
to conduct the call-back request on two separate occasions but was unable to reach the complainant. No additional 
concerns, no follow up required. 

3/10/21 | 2117hrs - At approx. 1700hrs, Rangers and ECHO 1) attended Kingcrest Park in 
Vancouver, in full uniform, to follow-up on a report of a pitched tent. Upon arrival, Rangers spotted a grey tent with a 
red rainfly on the northwest side of the park. Rangers verbally engaged with the inside- and 

. Both occupants of the tent were immediately verbally hostile towards Rangers and did not exit the tent. 
said that would not be packing down and that the Rangers spoke with earlier in the morning gave 

the "okay" to remain where was.  and were not satisfied with the results of the first Ranger 
interaction because the pair in contravention of multiple bylaws. 

3/10/21 | 2048hrs - At approx. 1700hrs, Rangers and (ECHO 5) attended Clinton Park in Vancouver, 
in full uniform, to follow-up on a report of a broken glass in the wading pool. Upon arrival, Rangers did not locate 
anything of note to report.
No further Ranger action required at this time,
Rangers cleared from Clinton Park at approx. 1719hrs. 

March 10th, 2021 - 1410hrs - Ranger DON contacted the citizen with regards to complaint about the homeless 
camp at David Lam Park. Ranger DON informed the citizen that Rangers were in the process of trying to resolve the 
issue, and that multiple departments were also involved in trying to find a solution for everyone. The citizen did not 
want to hear this and just wanted the homeless couple to be removed immediately because pays high property 
taxes and shouldn't have to feel unsafe in neighborhood. Ranger DON stated he understood and tried to educate 

that there are legal processes, as the homeless couple are citizens just like you and me, but was consistently cut 
off by the  Ranger DON just decided to let say what  needed to say, with Ranger DON finally saying 
that we will try our best to resolve this issue as quickly as possible. 

March 10 2021 -- 21:38 hrs -- Ranger  attended David Lam Park at 16:41 hrs to conduct a facility check of 
the public washrooms located in the park. I conducted an inspection of both the men's and women's washroom. 
There were no park or bylaw related concerns observed, both areas were clear and open for public use. 

March 10 2021 -- 21:39 -- Ranger attended David Lam Park at 19:22 hrs to conduct a routine patrol of the 
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washroom facility. No damage, vandalism or other concerns were observed. Both area were clear and open for 
public use. Lock up required after 23:00 hrs. 

March 10 2021 -- 21:38 hrs -- Ranger attended Sunset Beach Park at 16:51 hrs to conduct a facility 
check of the public washrooms located in the park. I conducted an inspection of both the men's and women's 
washroom. There were no park or bylaw related concerns observed, both areas were clear and open for public use. 

March 10 2021 -- 21:39 -- Ranger attended Sunset Beach Park at 19:32 hrs to conduct a routine patrol of 
the washroom facility. No damage, vandalism or other concerns were observed. Both area were clear and open for 
public use. Lock up required after 23:00 hrs. 

March 10 2021 -- 2332hrs -- Rangers and attended Sunset Beach at 2251hrs to conduct a routine 
patrol of the washroom facility. No damage, vandalism or other concerns were observed. Both area were clear and 
open for public use. Rangers locked and cleared the site at 2254hrs. 

March 10 2021 -- 21:38 hrs -- Ranger attended English Bay at 17:01 hrs to conduct a facility check of the 
public washrooms located in the park. I conducted an inspection of both the men's and women's washroom. There 
were no park or bylaw related concerns observed, both areas were clear and open for public use. An additional 
patrol of the handicap/universal washroom was also without incident or concern. 

March 10 2021 -- 21:39 -- Ranger attended English Bay at 19:42 hrs to conduct a routine patrol of the 
washroom facility. No damage, vandalism or other concerns were observed. Both area were clear and open for 
public use. Lock up required after 23:00 hrs. 

March 10 2021 -- 2330hrs -- Rangers and attended English Bay at 2254hrs to conduct a routine patrol 
of the washroom facility. No damage, vandalism or other concerns were observed. Both area were clear and open 
for public use. Rangers locked and cleared the site at 2259hrs. 

3/10/21 | 2311hrs - At approx. 1700hrs, Rangers  and (ECHO 1) attended Kingcrest Park in 
Vancouver, in full uniform, to conduct a routine patrol. Upon arrival, Rangers came across an older model white 

which was parked illegally on Park property. Rangers verbally engaged with the and 
occupants ( and  of the vehicle and advised them of the bylaw contravention. 
VPD was assisting Rangers with a separate matter when this particular issue was brought to their attention by 
Rangers. As a result, VPD ran the expired plates of the vehicle and the identities of both occupants on their system. 
VPD advised Rangers that the pair has a lengthy criminal history of petty crime. VPD left the park for Rangers to 
conduct their job.
Rangers spoke to and advised that they could stay in the park for the night but that they have to remove 
their vehicle by morning. promised Rangers they will have the vehicle towed off property.
Rangers are required to attend first thing in the morning to confirm  and vacate the park.
Rangers cleared from Kingcrest Park at approx. 1750hrs.
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Summary of Incident and Actions Taken
(in chronological order)

March 11th, 2021 - 1219hrs - Rangers DON and attended David Lam Park at 0740hrs for reports of 
an encampment in the SW corner of the park. Upon arrival, Rangers noticed it was  and camp, and 
they had only moved about half a block down the street from their previous location, but were still in the park. 
Rangers approached and introduced themselves, and yelled out that it was not 8am yet. Ranger DON 
informed that because was right beside the tennis courts, which was within 25m of a playing field/sports 
court, that it did not matter if it was 8am yet, as couldn't be set up in that location. didn't argue, but said 

would start to pack up when woke up. Ranger DON informed that since this is continued non-
compliance in this location, that Rangers will be issuing them a Bylaw 11 decal notice, with a removal date for 
tomorrow morning (photo on Lead DON's phone and sent to lead email account). stated understood, as 
the couple had previously received one when they were camping at Sunset Beach. Ranger DON asked if 
needed any garbage bags to assist in their pack up, but  responded with no. Rangers disengaged, stating they 
will be back later on to check on their progress of packing up. 

March 11th, 2021 - 1221hrs - Rangers DON and returned to David Lam Park at 1030hrs to check on 
 and progress. Upon arrival, Rangers noticed there had been zero progress in packing down their 

structure. Rangers did not engage, at this time, as Ranger DON and Ranger CARTER will be discussing a plan with 
VPD as to next steps with this encampment. 

March 11th, 2021 - 1430hrs - Rangers  and conducted regular checks through Stanley 
Park, and dealt with the following:

Good Afternoon;

It being a lovely day in near spring, we are back, loading up for more intense searches for camps and structures in 
Stanley Park. 

Unfortunately, our efforts were rewarded to day – not once, but twice.

The first this morning was a small fortification off  near the   The occupant was 
 who had built a wooden shelter by weaving small logs into a near solid mass.  He had been collecting items 

over several weeks…so much so that Rangers  and hauled away a full truckload of items.  
Rangers returned after the first load to retrieve 7 stolen bicycles, tires and wheels (another full truckload).  Later Park 
staff advised us of another camp in the woods off (in the steep section close to the 

)

The culprit here is the same individual that has returned for a record 4th time.  The  is aptly 
named, with the area festooned with regular calling cards.  Rangers  and  tracked up the hill, 
removing all items, including mats, tarps, and homeless items, including a plethora of batteries.  Two more 
truckloads of debris were removed.

 

The Details:

2 Rangers x 3hr = 6hr
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4 Truckloads removed 

March 11th, 2021 - 1315hrs - Rangers DON and attended Kingcrest Park at 0853hrs for reports of a 
tent set up in the NW corner of the park. Upon arrival, Rangers located a green tent set up against the fence in the 
NW corner of the park. Rangers approached and introduced themselves, and a responded from within stating 

name was  Rangers informed that this is the 3rd day of non-compliance and Rangers will 
issue a removal notice. pleaded with Rangers stating this is not the 3rd time and only the 2nd, and they had 
just slept in. Ranger DON re-iterated the bylaws, stating needed to be packed up and mobile by 8am, with
arguing that Rangers and VPD had told otherwise, and said they could not sleep in the park, and needed to go to 
Strathcona. Rangers educated again that could in fact sleep in the park, but tent would need to be packed 
up and mobile. Once this was the case, was more than welcome to be in the park. stated they would be 
leaving the park later today as they had other plans, so Rangers decided not to hand them a removal notice, but 
informed them if they were here tomorrow and not in compliance with the bylaw, that they would receive a removal 
notice for the following day.  understood and thanked Rangers. 

March 11th, 2021 - 1249hrs - Rangers DON and  attended Alice Townley Park at 0808hrs for reports 
of a tent set up in the park. Upon arrival, Rangers located a blue and grey tent set up in the NW corner of the park. 
Rangers approached and introduced themselves, and a responded from within. The popped head out 
and stated name was . Rangers asked  about ID, income assistance and outreach.  stated 
was working with  and had income assistance, but did not have ID. stated had lost

 and needed it to obtain ID. stated s a Canadian citizen though, and that's how is able 
to get income assistance. Rangers informed to go to Carnegie as they could assist in getting in contact 
with an embassy in order to obtain a new passport. 

Rangers then educated on the bylaw regarding structures in parks and asked to immediately put out a lit candle 
inside of tent. Rangers also noticed cookers inside of the tent, as well as a needle and drug paraphernalia in and 
around the tent. Rangers informed not to use drugs inside of the park. stated needed 30 minutes to 
pack up, which Rangers agreed to. 

03/11/2021 - 1030HRS - At 0945HRS Rangers  and attended EMERY BARNES 
PARK for a case of a structure set up within the park. Rangers arrived on scene and witnessed a GREY/WHITE 
TENT set up on the EASTSIDE of the park next to the Dog Park. Rangers dispatched a level two timer before 
approaching the timer. Rangers spoke with a  individual named . Rangers reminded   about 
the parks control by-law in regards to setting up structures in the park. complied and understood and 
requested ten minutes to pack up and vacate the park. Rangers complied with the request and stood on scene till the 
structure was packed and mobile. Rangers spoke with about outreach options and stated was not 
connected to any at this time but would like support in receiving housing. Ranger 84 collected information to pass 
along for outreach services Rangers vacated the park at 1030hrs. Nothing further to report. 

March 11 2021 -- 21:11 -- Rangers  & attended Kitsilano Beach at 16:34 hrs to conduct a 
routine patrol of the park and to investigate a noise complaint. Rangers conducted a foot patrol of the area with an 
emphasis on the parking lots. Rangers did not locate any park or bylaw related concerns. There was no 
parking/vehicle concerns and no loud music coming from the area. Area was clear and open for public use. 

03-11-2021-1057hrs - At approx 1015hrs Rangers  and  attended EMERY 
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BARNES PARK for a case of a sleeper underneath a tree within the park. Rangers arrived on scene and conducted 
a wellness check on a individual. The individual acknowledged and stated s okay and was just resting. 
Rangers vacated the park. Nothing further to report. 

March 11th, 2021 - 1239hrs - Rangers DON and attended David Lam Park at 0740hrs for regular 
patrols. Upon arrival, Rangers located a male throwing a ball to his off leash black dog, inside the tennis 
courts. Rangers approached and informed him that he could not have his dog inside the tennis courts, and pointed 
him in the direction of the nearest dog off leash parks. 

March 11th, 2021 - 1242hrs - Rangers DON and attended David Lam Park at 0740hrs for regular 
morning patrols. Upon arrival, Rangers located a female with her dogs off leash, inside the tennis courts. Rangers 
approached and educated the female on the bylaw and that dogs were not allowed in the tennis courts. The female 
complied immediately by leashing her dogs, and leaving the tennis courts with them. 

March 11th, 2021 - 1249hrs - Rangers DON and attended Alice Townley Park at 0808hrs for reports 
of a tent set up in the park. Upon arrival, Rangers Rangers enforced the structures bylaw on a blue tent, and 
checked the playground area. Rangers located and removed 1 needle in the SW area of the park. No other issues 
located. 

March 11th, 2021 - 1333hrs - Rangers DON and attended Tea Swamp Park at 0832hrs for reports of 
a tent in the park. Upon arrival, Rangers located a green tent in the SW corner of the park. Rangers approached and 
introduced themselves and a popped his head out. Rangers educated the on the structures bylaw and 
asked for name. The refused to give name, but said would immediately begin to pack up. Rangers 
stood by as the said needed 15mins. After 10 minutes and the almost finished packing up, Rangers 
disengaged from the park. 

March 11, 2021 - 1337hrs. -  Rangers and  attended W.C Shelley Park at approximately 
1144hrs.  At this time rangers noticed 1 medium sized tent in the South/West corner of the park.  Rangers called into 
Dispatch for a safety timer and then approached the tent identifying ourselves as Park Rangers.  Inside the tent 1 

replied who was known to rangers named .  Rangers asked how was doing and replied s 
fine and that has a lead on a possible place to live that ound in the News paper.  Rangers then asked how
health was and said is fine but the pills takes makes very tired.  Rangers mentioned that maybe some 
sun would help to feel better and if had a plan to pack down tent. said it doesn't take long to pack 
down the tent and that needed 30 minutes to do so.  Rangers then offered some garbage bags and said 

would like 2 if possible, rangers then gave 2 garbage bags and then departed from the area for a follow up at 
another time. 

March 11th, 2021 - 1418hrs - Rangers DON and attended Kingcrest Park at 0853hrs for reports of a 
possible vehicle parked in the middle of the park. Upon arrival, Rangers conducted a patrol of the park, but did not 
locate any vehicles parked inside of the park. 

3/11/21 | 2048hrs - At approx. 1648hrs, Rangers  and (ECHO 5) attended Beaconsfield Park in 
Vancouver, in full uniform, to follow-up on a report of a vehicle parked in the middle of the field. Upon arrival, 
Rangers did not locate anything of note to report.
No further Ranger action required at this time,
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Rangers cleared from Beaconsfield Park at approx. 1652hrs. 

March 11th, 2021 - 1435hrs - Ranger conducted site inspections within Stanley Park, reviewing some of 
the more well used areas, including previous camps off 

Along in the area fondly known as the (where all the previously big camps had  once 
clustered, requiring over 150 truckloads to remove, including ), a pile of 
garbage including broken pet carriers, was located and picked up.

One site that had been discovered a few weeks earlier was south of  approximately 100 metres east of the 
.  A well used path over a log had led to this area which, in the past, had not been used for a 

camp.  However the trail was a highway of human garbage (plastics especially). This day , however was a new 
discovery.  Further down the trail a large garbage dump was discovered.  Just beyond this was a large tent, opened 
up, with piles of bedding and garbage strewn around the outside.

It was a sunny warm day, and the tent was open , with bedding suspended in the trees around the clearing.  It was 
unclear as to whether the tent was currently occupied.  As the truck was already full of debris for the day, this site will 
have to wait for another day.  (Given its location and previous history, for identification, it has been dubbed

However, the large tarp for the tent, as well as bedding in the trees was hauled out for good measure.  This site will 
require a few more truckloads to remove next week. 

3/11/21 | 2048hrs - At approx. 1740hrs, Rangers and (ECHO 5) attended Burrard View Park in 
Vancouver, in full uniform, to follow-up on a report of a damaged piece of playground equipment. Upon arrival, 
Rangers located the hazard, taped off the affected area, took photos, and sent in a work request to the City. No other 
issues of note to report.

No further Ranger action required at this time,
Rangers cleared from Burrard View Park at approx. 1755hrs. 

2021-03-11 - 1753hrs - At 1530hrs, when Rangers  and were completing their truck inspection, 
Rangers noticed a walking around the yard.  The appeared to be looking at phone as was 
navigating the yard.  As there were a lot of construction workers also wandering around at the same time, Rangers 
did not think too much of  however after watching wander into the stairwell at Smokey, Rangers decided to 
check and see if Ranger needed assistance as she was doing dispatch upstairs.  When Rangers  
and got upstairs, they found Ranger speaking with the and quickly learned that the was 
following his Tile App trying to locate a lost .  Rangers  and quickly engaged the
and brought outside.  The now known as advised Rangers that lost a couple 
days ago in the trails at Stanley and followed his app to the yard. inquired if Rangers had found a 
matching the one was carrying at the time of contact.  Rangers  and advised the that they 
hadn't seen anything matching mask, however, would keep an eye out for it and contact if it does turn up.  
Rangers asked if they could take a picture of the mask of which agreed and get contact 
information of which provided.  After speaking with and determining that the was not there, 
Rangers advised that they would walk out so that doesn't get hurt as the yard was still active.  

thanked Rangers for their time and departed from the yard sitting on the bench in the Rose garden to rest.  
No further Ranger action required at this time. 

March 11, 2021 - Rangers  and attended Kitsilano Beach Park at 1634hrs in response to a 
complaint of A BUSKER disturbing other people. Rangers patrolled the area from tennis courts to basketball courts 
and couldn't find any busker. 
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2021-03-11 - 1921hrs - At 1830hrs, Rangers and attended Emery Barnes Park for reports of an 
unresponsive sleeping under a tree.  Rangers located the as was wearing bright orange pants and 
conducted a wellness check on   The was intoxicated, however responsive and advised s alright.  
Rangers advised the of the time and suggested maybe going to get something to eat if felt hungry as the 
food could potentially help with intoxication.  The advised was alright and went back to sleep.  No further 
action required at this time. 

2021-03-11 - 2245hrs - At 1945hrs, Rangers  and attended Sunset Beach Park  to conduct patrols of 
the park and check the facilities.  Rangers could not locate any issues.  No further action required at this time. 

2021-03-11 - 2247hrs - At 2153hrs, Rangers  and attended Sunset Beach Park  to conduct patrols of 
the park and check the facilities.  Rangers could not locate any issues.  No further action required at this time. 

2021-03-11 - 2310hrs - At 2257hrs, Rangers  and attended Sunset Beach Park  to conduct patrols of 
the park and check the facilities.  Rangers could not locate any issues.  At 2257hrs, Rangers locked the facilities 
without issue.  No further action required at this time. 

2021-03-11 - 2248hrs - At 1950hrs, Rangers and attended English Bay to conduct patrols of the park 
and check the facilities.  Rangers could not locate any issues.  No further action required at this time. 

2021-03-11 - 2248hrs - At 2148hrs, Rangers  and attended English Bay to conduct patrols of the park 
and check the facilities.  Rangers could not locate any issues.  No further action required at this time. 

2021-03-11 - 2330hrs - At 2302hrs, Rangers  and attended English Bay to conduct patrols of the park 
and check the facilities.  Rangers could not locate any issues.  At 2302hrs, Rangers locked the facilities without 
issue.  No further action required at this time. 

3/11/21 | 2048hrs - At approx. 1605hrs, Rangers and  (ECHO 5) attended Kingcrest Park in 
Vancouver, in full uniform, to follow-up on an illegally parked vehicle in the park. Upon arrival, Rangers located the 
vehicle in the same position as it was the previous day. The owner and occupants of the vehicle (  and  
were not present at the time. Rangers issued the vehicle a Warning notice and a removal decal for 1200hrs on 
3/12/21.

Photos were taken and sent to dispatch and Lead Ranger.
Rangers to follow-up tomorrow for appropriate action.
Rangers cleared from Kingcrest Park at approx. 1625hrs.
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*UPDATE* 3/11/21 - 2259hrs
Rangers  and drove past Kingcrest Park at approx. 2130hrs and noticed the vehicle was no longer in 
the park and nowhere to be seen. 

3/11/21 | 2250hrs - At approx. 2130hrs, Rangers and (ECHO 5) were driving past Victoria Park when 
a fire could be seen burning by the gazebo. Upon arrival, Rangers approached the fire with a fire extinguisher, 
verbally engaged with a male who was tending to the fire, advised the male to put out the fire, and subsequently 
stomped out the remaining embers after the male did a poor attempt at putting it out. Rangers advised the male to 
refrain from starting fires in a public park.
No further Ranger action required at this time.
Rangers cleared from Victoria Park at approx. 2140hrs.
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Summary of Incident and Actions Taken
(in chronological order)

September 09, 2022 - 1432hrs. -  Rangers , , and attended Crab Park at 
approximately 0830hrs to conduct a patrol.

At this time Ranger received a call from Superintendent DE-JONG saying that the paper pickers had 
found a unresponsive in the park.  Rangers and stayed at the entrance to the park while 
Rangers and entered the park to meet with the paper pickers.

Rangers noticed 3 paper pickers roughly 30 feet from the playground area in the grass area standing around a 
unresponsive body.  When Rangers reached the same area we noticed the body was a  

laying on the ground unresponsive.  Rangers spoke with the paper pickers who had attempted to conduct a 
wellness check on the individual but  Paper pickers placed a tarp over 
the body to attempt to cover   Paper pickers stated that they have already called 911 and area awaiting 
EMS and VPD.

Rangers spoke to had had walked over to the area and stated that the had come yesterday and 
they conducted a few check on was was fine at the time and sitting up frequently. stated that doesn't 
know who s or hadn't seen before and does not believe that ives in the park.

VPD arrived on Scene at approximately 0900hrs who then set up a gazebo tent around the body.

EMS arrived at apoproxiamltey 0915hrs who then checked the body and confirmed he was not alive.

Rangers and VPD waited for the Coroner to arrive who came at apoproxiamltey 1036hrs with the Body movers.  
Coroners said the body had been dead for roughly 6 hours and no cause of death yet as they need to get a 
toxicology report back.

At apoproxiamltey 1115hrs Coroner, Body movers, VPD and Rangers all departed from the park.

September 12, 2022 - 1815hrs

At approximately 1710hrs Rangers and attended Thornton Park in full uniform and on vehicle VPR 
5852 for a priority patrol. Upon arrival, Rangers patrolled from the north section of the park to the south section 
adjacent to the skytrain. Rangers observed the north section had been blocked for construction. Rangers did not 
observe any tent structures in the park. Rangers also did not observe any individual loitering or leaving multiple items 
on the south section of the park. Rangers cleared the park at approximately 1717hrs.

RANGER #109

2022-09-12 - 1440 hours - At approximately 1000 hours, Park Rangers 91 and 106 attended David Lam Park for 
reports of a large encampment by the tennis courts.  Upon arrival, Park Rangers observed Ranger 85 on scene 
speaking with and   Park Rangers parked along Homer Street and joined up with Ranger 85 to 
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discuss how to handle the situation.  Park Rangers were instructed to ensure and clear out of David 
Lam along with their items. Rangers 91 and 106 conducted a secondary follow up with and as they 
began to settle back down on the bench. Rangers 91 and 106 disengaged and joined up with Rangers 94 and 111 to 
formulate a plan.  Park Rangers conducted multiple follow up with and offered to provide storage for their 
items.  The couple refused, as they strongly believe Rangers mishandled their belongings back in June.  Therefore, 
they will not store any of their items or trust the Parks Board and/or Park Rangers. Rangers disengaged and 
monitored from a distance as  became agitated and began to cuss at Rangers.  CTV was spotted setting up 
their camera on the west side of Homer Street at 1100 hours recording the interaction between Rangers and the 
couple.  At approximately 1210 hours, and  moved all their items onto the sidewalk.  CTV camera man 
interviewed the couple after they cleared from the park and went onto the sidewalk. 

2022-09-12 - 0740 hours - At approximately 0718 hours, Park Rangers and  attended Sunset Beach 
and English Bay for reports of multiple dogs off leash on the bathing beach.  Park Rangers conducted a patrol of the 
beach and did not observe any dogs on the bathing beach.  However, Park Rangers observed two dogs in the dog 
beach by Sunset Beach.  No other issues to report at this time. 

September 12, 2022 - 1612hrs

At approximately 1606hrs Rangers and conducted a patrol of Maclean Park in full uniform and on 
vehicle VPR 5852 in regards to a Tent Issue in the park. Upon arrival, Rangers observed a blue/grey tent on the SE 
corner of the park. Rangers approached the tent and observed the tent open with a and individual 
inside. Rangers also observed the reading a book and the individual sleeping. Rangers spoke to the 
individuals in regards to camping in the area. The individuals stated they were staying in the park for one more night 
and will be leaving in the morning. Rangers also asked if they were using drug paraphernalia in the park, and both 
individuals stated that they did not use drug paraphernalia and keep the area tidy. Rangers also observed the area to 
be clean and they also had a blue tarp underneath their tent for safety. Rangers let the individuals know that the AM 
Rangers may come for follow up to make sure their belongings are packed in the morning. The individuals thanked 
the Rangers. Rangers cleared the park at approximately 1618hrs.

RANGER #109

2022-09-12 - 0740 hours - At approximately 0718 hours, Park Rangers and attended Sunset Beach 
for reports of homeless tent structures in the park.  Upon arrival, Park Rangers conducted a foot patrol along the 
seawall and observed a grey and red tent erected by the dog beach out by the rocks.  Park Rangers requested a 
safety timer and conducted a wellness check with the tent.  Park Rangers determined the tent was abandoned as it 
was soiled inside and no items were stored within the tent.  Park Rangers documented the tent on iPhone 2 and 
removed it from the beach.  Rangers were unable to store the tent due to wet/soiled issues with the tent.  No other 
issues to report at this time. 

Sept 12th, 2022 - 1444hrs, approximately at 1350hrs rangers (111) and (94) attended Trout Lake 
(John Hendry) Park in full uniform riding in the B5852 Ford F-150 after reports of a structure near the baseball 
diamond. Upon arrival rangers observed a large red tent setup. As rangers approached it was clear the structure was 
abandoned and did not require a safety timer. Rangers found urine in the tent as well as some clothing soaked in 
urine as well. Photos and video available on VPR IPHONE 1. Rangers removed the structure and disposed of it at 
the Stanley Park compactor. No further action required. 

2022-09-12 - 0803 hours - At approximately 0718 hours, Park Rangers and  attended Sunset Beach 
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for reports of tent structures erected within the park.  Upon arrival, Park Rangers conducted a foot patrol by the 
Vancouver Aquatic Centre and observed a tent structure beside the tree next to the walking path.  Park Rangers 
requested a safety timer and conducted a wellness check.  Park Rangers received no response from the tent and 
attempted to check inside the tent to ensure it was clear.  Park Rangers cleared the tent and collapsed the tent 
poles.  Follow up recommended.   

2022-09-12, 1210hrs

On 2022-09-12 at approx 1138hrs Rangers 116 & 102  attended Oxford Park driving marked VPR 
truck C5502 in full uniform in response to a report of a tent in the park. Upon arrival Rangers conducted a perimeter 
vehicle patrol of the park and were unable to find any encampments, GOA. Rangers cleared at approx 1140hrs.. 

2022-09-12, 1208hrs

On 2022-09-12 at approx 1140hrs Rangers 116 & 102 attended Woodland Park driving marked VPR 
truck C5502 in full uniform in response to a report of a tent in the park. Upon arrival Rangers conducted a perimeter 
vehicle patrol of the park and were unable to find any encampments, GOA. Rangers cleared at approx 1145hrs.. 

2022-09-12 - 13:32hrs - At approximately 08:45hrs, rangers and attended to the forested 
area near Nelson and Barclay within Stanley Park. Rangers approached the tent and introduced themselves to the 
occupant inside. A dog rushed out of the tent and met with the rangers with  recognizing the dog to be 
known individual  Rangers informed the bylaw pertaining to tents and temporary structures in 
the park, as well as educating that that specific bylaw doesn't apply to Stanley park as it is an ecologically 
sensitive area, thus, camping/setting up a tent within Stanley park is forbidden. requested 30 minutes to pack 
down to which rangers stated that they would be returning shortly to follow up. 

At approximately 10:00hrs, rangers returned to the tent and found it to still be up, rangers once again approached 
the tent, however, another individual was now occupying the tent. The individual stated that  had left the area, 
however, the individual would be packing up the tent. Rangers once again left the area after telling the occupant that 
they would be returning shortly. 

Rangers returned to the yard and spoke to VPD officer SPENCE and advised them of the situation and they were 
more than happy to help out. Rangers returned to the area at approximately 11:00hrs with SPENCE engaging with 
the occupants. The occupant, later identified as and the occupant identified as  were 
currently occupying the tent while  had not returned to the area. SPENCE reiterated the reasons as to why 
camping in Stanley Park was not allowed, with rangers further explaining that besides Nelson park, that other parks 
in the downtown core would be better to camp in. The couple proceeded to pack their tent down, however, rangers 
did not stay on scene to see if they left the area. Follow-up required. 

At approximately 1631HRS Rangers , , and  attended the forested area 
near Nelson and Barclay within Stanley Park. Upon arrival, Rangers observed items scattered all over the park. A 
male park patron stated that a tent was previously there and has recently left the area. Rangers got garbage bags 
and pickers from their vehicle to dispose of the items left in the area. Rangers were able to pick all the abandoned 
items in the area. No tent was located in the area. Rangers cleared the park and disposed the items in the 
compactor later on their shift. 
(RANGER #109 ) 

Sept 12th, 2022 - 1439hrs, approximately at 1415hrs rangers (111) and (94) attended David Lam 
Park after reports of a blue tent setup along the seawall near the elementary school. Upon arrival rangers observed 
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the reported structure and called in a level 2 timer as they approached. Rangers found two individuals inside eating. 
One individual went by the name . The two individuals expressed that their structure was sun tent and they 
were only using it to seek shelter from shade. The structure had several openings, which were all open and minimal 
belongings inside. Rangers educated them regarding the Parks Control Bylaw, but found no other issues at this time. 
The two individuals expressed that they will be leaving momentarily. Rangers cleared at 1420hrs.  

September 12th, 2022 - 2317hrs - Rangers  and conducted a patrol of Kitsilano Beach at 
approximately 2116hrs finding no amplified music or any type of disturbances in the park. Rangers did not see any 
large groups in the area. Rangers updated dispatch and cleared at 2123hrs.  

September 12, 2022 - 14:08 hours - Rangers and  attended George Wainborn Park in full uniform 
at 07:25 hours to inspect this report of a playground hazard.  Rangers observed that the ground underneath the 
larger swingset seats was worn away deep enough to expose rocks that would normally be covered in wood chips.  
Rangers attached caution tape to the swingset and submitted a work order through Van311:  case #201000086756.  
Photos on Iphone2. 

Sept 12th, 2022 - 1448hrs, approximately at 0730hrs rangers (111) and (94) attended Andy 
Livingstone Park in full uniform riding in the B5852 Ford F-150 for a routine patrol. Rangers observed a green tent by 
the duck pond. Rangers called in a level 2 safety timer and approached. Rangers found the structure abandoned 
with drug paraphernalia present in the structure. Photos available on VPR IPHONE 1. Rangers removed the 
structure and disposed of it in the Stanley Park compactor. No further action required. 

September 12th, 2022 - 1543hrs - Rangers  and conducted a patrol of Andy Livingstone Park at 
approximately 1521hrs finding the sports field empty with 1 sleeper on the side of the field. Rangers conducted a 
wellness check. the male was responsive and got up and left. Rangers checked the washrooms area finding 1 male 
and 1 female inside the Men's washroom and 2 males loitering outside in the cage area. All parties were asked to 
leave and they complied. Rangers also found the Men's changeroom was unable to open due to a wrong door 
handle. 311 was called for service. Rangers checked the Women's washroom finding 1 female sitting in the cage 
area and 1 female inside the washroom using the facility as intended. Rangers checked the park finding no 
structures or any encampments. Rangers updated dispatch and cleared at 1543hrs. 

September 12th, 2022 - 1545hrs - Rangers and conducted a patrol of Pioneer Place "Pigeon Park" 
at approximately 1543hrs finding the park clear and only the city pickers on site cleaning up the area. Rangers did 
not see any tent structures in the park and only on the street side. Rangers updated dispatch and cleared at 
1545hrs. 

September 12th, 2022 - 1601hrs - Rangers  and conducted a patrol of Oppenheimer Park at 
approximately 1547hrs finding the park full of patrons with all the benches and picnic tables occupied and no issues 
noted. Ranger found 1 sleeper and conducted a wellness check finding the male responsive and said he was fine. 
Rangers checked the field house finding all entrance ways clear of any obstructions and no amplified music or any 
type of disturbances could be herd in the park and few patrons playing basket ball. Rangers did not see anyone 
feeding Wildlife or any By-Law related issues in the park.  Rangers also conducted a perimeter patrol of the park and 
found no tents in the area. Rangers updated dispatch and cleared at 1601hrs. 

September 12th, 2022 - 1618hrs - Rangers and  conducted a patrol of MacLean Park at 
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approximately 1606hrs finding the grass, playground and water area full of children playing while being supervised 
by their parents. Rangers checked the washrooms finding both clear and 1 female organizing her belongings in the 
corner by the field house and no structure was present. Rangers observed a blue/grey tent on the SE corner of the 
park. Rangers approached the tent and observed the tent open with a  and individual inside. Rangers 
also observed the  reading a book and the individual sleeping. Rangers spoke to the individuals in 
regards to camping in the area. The individuals stated they were staying in the park for one more night and will be 
leaving in the morning. Rangers also asked if they were using drug paraphernalia in the park, and both individuals 
stated that they did not use drug paraphernalia and keep the area tidy. Rangers also observed the area to be clean 
and they also had a blue tarp underneath their tent for safety. Rangers let the individuals know that the AM Rangers 
may come for follow up to make sure their belongings are packed in the morning. The individuals thanked the 
Rangers. Rangers cleared the park at approximately 1618hrs. 

2022-09-12 - 2343hrs - At 1622hrs, Rangers and received a call from VPD via 311 about a 5 
year old that got stuck in the washroom at Nelson Park.  Rangers were asked to unlock the washrooms, however 
due the washroom being digitally locked without a key and out of service, Rangers advised the only service that can 
open that washroom is VFRS.  VFRS contacted and attended to open the washroom for the 5 year old.  No further 
action required at this time. 

September 12th, 2022 - 1944hrs - Rangers and conducted a patrol of Coal Harbour Park at 
approximately 1856hrs regarding a Tent structure by the children's playground. 

Upon arrival, Rangers conducted a patrol of the entire park and checked the playground area finding no Tent 
structures or anyone loitering in the park and just children playing while being supervised by their parents. Rangers 
checked the construction fencing area as well and no Tent structures found. After finding no Tent structures, 
Rangers updated dispatch and cleared at 1923hrs. 

22-09-12 - 14:56 hours - Park Rangers 94  & 111 attended Creekside Park in Vancouver, B.C. for 
reports of tents within park limits. Park Rangers attended and did not observe any tents at this time. Tents 
determined to be gone on arrival. No further Park Ranger action taken. 

September 12th, 2022 - 2331hrs - Rangers  and  conducted a patrol of Sunset Beach regarding 
illegal parking in the accessible parking lot. Ranger arrived and found no vehicles and the lot was clear. Rangers 
updated dispatch and no further action required. 

September 12, 2022 - 1810hrs

At approximately 1625hrs Rangers and conducted a patrol of Strathcona Park in full uniform and 
on vehicle VPR 5852. Upon arrival, Rangers patrolled from the Washroom area towards the Skateboard Park and up 
on the dog off-leash area. Rangers did not observe any tents or any by-law infractions at the time of their patrol. 
Rangers cleared the park at approximately 1634hrs.

RANGER #109

September 12, 2022 - 1815hrs
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At approximately 1637hrs Rangers  and conducted a patrol of Grandview Park in full uniform and 
on vehicle VPR 5852. Upon arrival, Rangers patrolled from the Washroom area towards the Plaza adjacent to it 
down to the Children's Playground. Rangers did not observe any tent structures at the time of their patrol or any by-
law infractions. Rangers observed approximately 15 individuals using the park appropriately. Rangers cleared at 
approximately 1705hrs.

RANGER #109
 

September 12, 2022 - 1815hrs

At approximately 1710hrs Rangers and  attended Thornton Park in full uniform and on vehicle VPR 
5852 for a priority patrol. Upon arrival, Rangers patrolled from the north section of the park to the south section 
adjacent to the skytrain. Rangers observed the north section had been blocked for construction. Rangers did not 
observe any tent structures in the park. Rangers also did not observe any individual loitering or leaving multiple items 
on the south section of the park. Rangers cleared the park at approximately 1717hrs.

RANGER #109

9/12/2022 - 1824hrs - Rangers and attended Sun Yet Sen at 1550hrs in city marked vehicle 
Big White. Rangers conducted a patrol of Sun Yet Sen including the garden area. Rangers did a walkthrough of the 
garden area, rangers did not locate anyone in the garden. Rangers locked and secured the area, Rangers also 
checked both Pender.st and Carrall.st Entrances. Rangers followed up with and informed of closure, 
did not have anything to pass on to Rangers. Rangers did not observe any tent structures or issues to report at this 
time, rangers cleared at 1600hrs. 

9/12/2022 - 1833hrs - Rangers  and  attended Rainbow park at 1531hrs in city marked vehicle 
Big White. Rangers Conducted a patrol of the park, at the time the park was very busy with a lot of children and 
parents present. the sprinkle feature was not active, Rangers also did not observe any tent structures or issues to 
report at this time. Rangers cleared at 1540hrs. 

9/12/2022 - 1838hrs - Rangers  and attended crab park at 1604hrs in city marked vehicle big 
white. Rangers conducted a mobile patrol of the south side of the park, rangers did not notice any new tent 
structures from the overpass or on the south side. Rangers also checked both the East and west gates, both were 
locked and secure. Rangers cleared at 1610hrs without any issue. 

9/12/2022 - 1845hrs - Rangers and  attended Trillium park at 1612hrs in city marked vehicle 
Big White. Rangers conducted a patrol of the park, at the time the sports field was vacant. Rangers also checked on 
the deadbolt in the Men's washroom. Rangers called 311 to have an emergency request put in as it was jammed and 
not functioning properly. 311 will be sending the carpenter to have a look at the issue today. Rangers also observed 
a green and grey tent structure SE of the park. Rangers approached structure and observed a and a  
sleeping in the tent. Rangers verbally informed of presence, both replied and apologized for being there. Rangers 
informed them about the bylaw, they were compliant with rangers request and asked for some time to pack down. 

1711hrs - Rangers attended the park, the tent was gone and there was no belongings or garbage left behind, 
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rangers cleared  

September 12th, 2022 - 2324hrs - Rangers  and conducted a patrol of Sunset beach regarding 
individuals BBQing in the area close to the barge. Rangers conducted a patrol finding no persons on the beach or 
the barge area with a BBQ. No further Action required. 

9/12/2022 - Rangers and attended the West beaches at 2200Hrs in city marked vehicle Big 
White. Rangers patrolled the parking lots for anyone parked after 10pm (Parking bylaw). Rangers handed out 
warning notices to the following vehicles: 

110: 

Parking Lot A 
 - Dodge Caravan 
- Dodge Caravan 
- Honda Civic

Spanish East 
 - Honda Accord 
 Nissan Versa 
Toyota Corolla 
- Honda Accord 
dodge Sprinter 
 Ford Explorer 

Spanish Banks Lot 3 
 - Honda Civic 
 Nissan X tera 
 Volkswagen Jetta 
 Toyota Corolla 

Parking Lot A
 - Mazda 3 
- Toyota Corolla 
 - Toyota 4Runner 
Volkswagen Golf 
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Spanish Banks Lot B 
 - Toyota Matrix 
 Toyota Tercel 
 Dodge Caravan 

Spanish Banks West 
 Volkswagen Golf
- Mazda 6 
 Dodge Caravan 

Spanish East 
GMC Savana 
 - Ford Fusion 
 Kia Forte 
 Toyota Sienna 
- Tesla Model X

Jericho Beach 
- Land Rover LR4

 - Mazda 6 
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